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© 2017 Dámaris Pérez / DarisBleu. All rights reserved

This is an original pattern designed by DarisBleu. 
The sale, distribution and / or modification of the same 
is prohibited. This pattern is exclusive for personal use, 
being prohibited the sale of the products made with it.

You can expose your work done with this pattern in your 
social networks, blog, web, etc. as long as you mention 
DarisBleu as the original designer of that pattern.

Respect my work

Pam ^^
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MATERIALS

-Catania de Schachenmayr cotton yarn:
          -Soft apricot  Color 263
          -Himbeer  Color 265
          -Vanille Color 403
-Crochet hook 2mm.
-Lap maker.
-Safety eyes of 8mm.
-Synthetic stuffing.
-Needle wool.
-Scissors.
-Pins
-Optional: colored beads or something you like for
decorations.

Abbreviations

-MR: Magic ring
-sc: single crochet
-sl st: slip stitch
-inc: increase
-dec: decrease
-Rnd: round
-():Repeat the sequence in parentheses the times that
are indicated after it.

For this project I have used the materials described above, 
but feel free to use those threads or needle numbers that 
you prefer, taking into account that depending on them, 
the size of the work can vary.

Amigurumi measures: 11cm high approx
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Important data

HEAD

(With color 263)
-MR 6sc.
-Rnd1: 6inc. (12sc.)
-Rnd2: (1sc/1inc) x6 (18sc.)
-Rnd3: (2sc/1inc) x6 (24sc.)
-Rnd4: (3sc/1inc) x6 (30sc.)
-Rnd5: (4sc/1inc) x6 (36sc.)
-Rnd6-11: 36sc.
-Rnd12: (4sc/1dec) x6 (30sc.)
-Rnd13: (3sc/1dec) x6 (24sc.)
-At this point, place the safety eyes in round 10 (counting the
magic ring like first round) ald leaves a separation
between them of 6sc.
-Rnd14: (2sc/1dec) x6 (18sc.)
-Rnd15: (1sc/1dec) x6 (12sc.)
-Now fill the head before closing 
-Rnd16: 6dec.
-Cut the yarn and hide it.         

You should know how to work in a spiral (without closing 
the rounds) as well as work by taking only the front loops 
or back loops (as indicated in the pattern.) This pattern is 
intermediate level, but even if you are starting in the world 
of amigurumis , I encourage you to take it with patience and 
encourage you to do it, as it is a good way to practice the basics 
stitches, as well as to catch easy when making several stitches 
together and assemble various parts of an amigurumi. No 
pattern is difficult or impossible, it only requires patience and 
practice. 

Take the materials and here we go !!
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ARMS (X2)

(With color 263)
-MR 6sc.
-Rnd1: (1sc/1inc) x3 (9sc.)
-Rnd2-5: 9sc.
-Fold the arm in half and close it with 4sc. taking each stitch
of each half.
-Leave a long piece of yarn to sewing to the body.

LEGS (X2)

(With color 263)
-MR 6sc.
-Rnd1: (1sc/1inc) x3 (9sc.)
-Rnd2-4: 9sc.
-Not close.
-Leave a long piece of yarn to sewing to the body.

LARGE BALL

(With color 265)
-MR 6sc.
-Rnd1: 6inc. (12sc.)
-Rnd2: (1sc/1inc) x6 (18sc.)
-Rnd3: (2sc/1inc) x6 (24sc.)
-Rnd4: (3sc/1inc) x6 (30sc.)
-Rnd5: (4sc/1inc) x6 (36sc.)
-Rnd6: (5sc/1inc) x6 (42sc.)
-Rnd7-12: 42sc.
-Rnd13: 42sl st.
-Rnd14: (Work in front loops) 4sc. in the same stitch (repeat 
around) (168sc.)
-Join the round with a sl st.
-Leave a long piece of yarn to sewing to the head.
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SMALL BALL

OPTIONAL: You can sew a button for decoration or something
you like.

BIB

(With color 265)
-MR 6sc.
-Rnd1: 1ch, turn the work, 6inc (12sc.)
-Cut the yarn and hide it.

BIB RIBBONS (X2)

(With color 265)
-22ch.
-Leave a large piece of yarn to sew to the bib.

(With color 403)
-MR 6sc.
-Rnd1: 6inc. (12sc.)
-Rnd2: (1sc/1inc) x6 (18sc.)
-Rnd3: (2sc/1inc) x6 (24sc.)
-Rnd4: (3sc/1inc) x6 (30sc.)
-Rnd5: (4sc/1inc) x6 (36sc.)
-Rnd6-10: 36sc.
-Rnd11: 36sl st.
-Rnd12: (Work in front loops) 4sc. in the same stitch (repeat 
around) (144sc.)
-Join the round with a sl st.
-Leave a long piece of yarn to sewing to the head.

OPTIONAL: Now you can sew some decorations on the ice
cream balls.
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BODY

(With color 403)
-MR 6sc.
-Rnd1: 6inc. (12sc.)
-Rnd2: (1pb/1aum) x6 (18sc.)
-Rnd3: (2pb/1aum) x6 (24sc.)
-Rnd4-6: 24sc.
-Rnd7: (2pb/1dism) x6 (18sc.)
-Rnd8: 18sc.
-Rnd9: (1pb/1dism) x6 (12sc.)
-Rnd10: 12sc.
-Not close and leave a large piece of yarn to sew to the head.

ASSEMBLY

-Fill the body and put it to the head.
-Fill the large ball a little and put it to the head.
-Fill the small ball and put it to the ball (you can finish filling 
  it when you only have a small part to sew, so you will get 
  it firm and well stuffed.)
-Sew the arms to the body.
-Fill your legs and sew them to the body.
-Tie the bib

DETAILS
-You can put blush on the cheeks using a brush and a little
rouge. 
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THANKS!!

Thank you so much for buying this pattern. I hope you enjoy 
your performance and try to do it in other colors and with those
materials that you like. Remember to label me as @darisbleu
when exposing your creations made with this pattern.

I’m looking forward to seeing all your Chibicream Double!!

FOLLOW ME

WEB: 
INSTAGRAM: 
FACEBOOK:

www.darisbleu.com
@darisbleu

DarisBleu


